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Abstract— There is a need for support system to provide
better articulation instruction and practice in special education
classes for children with articulation disorder. MATLAB, a
multi-paradigm numerical computing environment which allows
matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data,
implementation of algorithms etc.… is a tool used to achieve the
aim and objectives of our project. The main aim of our project is
to encourage students to achieve one of the primary milestone
articulations of phonemes. To provide training in articulating
phonemes by continual practice through MATLAB and to
promote interactive learning method during therapy sessions
are few prime objectives. This system would be very user
friendly for therapist during the therapy session as they provide
visual cues. These visual cues will encourage articulation
disabled kid to learn in a fun way. Whole process was divided
into three phases. The first phase was to obtain the reliable and
efficient microphone based on characteristics. Where, the
phonemes are recorded using different set of microphones; each
microphone’s frequency response characteristic was analyzed
and appropriate microphone was selected for articulation
therapy. Second, the data base (Reference) was created using the
recordings from the suitable microphone that was articulated by
the children (7-8 years) without any articulation disorder.
Finally phonemes are recorded from articulation disordered
children (7-9years) and compared the frequency response
characteristics with that of the reference. On recording the
speech sounds and comparing the characteristics with the help
of MATLAB tool, suggestions will be given to correct the
articulation through visual cues. Using those suggestions the
therapist can guide the children with articulation disorder to
correct their articulation.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Articulation (pronunciation and talking) is the ability to
physically move the tongue, lips, teeth and jaw to produce
sequences of speech sounds, which make up words and
sentences that can be easily understood, which others could
interpret in order to express basic needs. Articulation disorders
involve difficulties in articulating specific types of sounds. It
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often involves substitution of one sound for another, slurring
of speech, or indistinct speech and it has become a major
challenge in the 21st century. Articulation problems reduce
speech intelligibility and communication. It also affects
person's interpersonal communication, personality, social
adaptive capability and learning ability. Hence Therapy
sessions are necessary for articulation correction. In specific it
is more important for the children in the age group of 7-9
years, as it is a best time for detection and correction of
articulation disorder. The therapy sessions help children to
become clear confident communicators so that they can
become fully engaged in school and benefit from the
curriculum, develop self help skills and independence for
activities of daily living, actively participate in life
experiences, and build healthy social relationships. In the
sequence of therapy, language therapist subjectively utilizes
clinical experience to individualized assessment, treatment,
and training. But assessing and treating children with
articulation disorder is a major challenge for therapists, as it
becomes difficult to analyze and select the proper strategy for
correction of articulation in certain situations in spite of
clinical experience. Improper analysis of articulation disorder
may lead to wrong therapy strategy usage for correction of
articulation and unsuccessful results. Hence articulation
assessment and training system that is therapist friendly (easy
to handle and maintain) and which can support the therapists
in analysis and correction of articulation (correction factors
and suggestions given through visual cues which gives the
variations in the appearance of a graphic display which are
intended to assist the therapist in selecting the therapy strategy
for articulation correction more efficiently) is the imperious
demands of language therapist. Also there is a need for
automatic speech processing techniques that can be used in a
therapy system, which supports therapy sessions in the
practice as well as tele-medical therapy sessions. Thus, using
such a system articulation disorders can be treated easily.
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RELATED WORK

Ambra Neri with her team propose a work called
“Feedback in computer assisted pronunciation training:
technology push or demand pull?” examined the type of
feedback that currently available Computer Assisted
Pronunciation Training (CAPT) systems provide, with a view
to establishing whether this meets pedagogically sound
requirements. It show that many commercial systems tend to
prefer technological novelties that do not always comply with
pedagogical criteria and that despite the limitations of today’s
technology, it is possible to design CAPT systems that are
more in line with learners’ needs [1].
Ikuyo Masuda-Katsuse in his work entitled “Support
system for pronunciation instruction and practice in special
education classes for language-disabled children” provides
information about Support systems for pronunciation
instruction and practice in special education classes for
language-disabled children were developed. That encourages
students to repeatedly practice the pronunciation they learned
in their classes and promotes cooperation between teachers
and outside experts who support the teachers. It helps the
teachers making their work easy to improve their students’
pronunciation. It simplified not only articulation tests, but
also the observation of the students’ pronunciation
improvement processes [2].
R.Vijayalakshmi and S.Priya in the work called “An
Interactive Speech Therapy Session using Linear Predictive
Coding in Matlab and Arduino” proposed a system that aims
at manipulating devices when the user input is correct and
also indicates if the user input is incorrect. Speech
recognition has been done using the concept of Linear
predictive coding and Arduino Uno board is used for
hardware interface [3].
Martin Russell with his team of researchers in work
called “The STAR system: an interactive pronunciation tutor
for young children” described the development and
evaluation of a prototype interactive, computerized speech
training aid which used phone-level HMM-based techniques
from automatic speech recognition. The paper has also
covered the development and evaluation of the underlying
speech recognition technology and the prototype real-time
system [4].
Heather Campbell and Tara McAllister Byun in their
work entitled “Deriving individualized /r/ targets from the
acoustics of children’s non-Rhotic vowels”, explains target
selection by investigating the validity of individualized
targets derived from children’s spelled vowels [5].
Khaled Tawfik in his work called “Towards The
Development of Computer Aided Speech Therapy Tool in
Arabic Language Using Artificial Intelligence” , explains the
possible features suitable for the diagnosis phase and the
corresponding classification accuracy. It describes the
process of detecting Arabic speech articulation disorder using
the dataset. Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients using
Matlab application [6].
III.

articulation disordered children (7-9 years) with that of the
normal children (7-8 years). After acquisition and comparison
of data, the necessary instructions are displayed with the help
of visual cues, where in the therapists will analyze and guide
the disordered children to correct their articulation.

Fig. 1. Generalized block diagram.

Data acquisition is performed using various microphones
(Ex: Mobile, Laptop, Headset, SLM: Sound Level Meter).
PRAAT tool is used for the editing of speech samples and
MATLAB is used for analysis and comparison of phonemes.
The results are microphone characteristics (Frequency
response), best suitable microphone for recording, comparison
and correction of articulation.

METHODOLOGY

The proposed idea is to determine suitable microphone for
recording different phonemes. Analyzing microphone
characteristics and comparing the recorded phonemes from the
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Fig.2. Gives the flow diagram which describes the
detailed procedure used to record analyze and interpret the
comparative measures required for the articulation disorder
therapy purpose and it is as follows:
A. Data Acquisition from normal children
Phonemes (26 Kannada phonemes) are recorded in Sound
treated room with different microphones (Ex: Mobile, Laptop,
Headset, SLM) for normal children of age group 7-8 years.
These samples are stored in WAV format. The procedure
followed for recording is as follows:
 Recording is performed in Sound Treated Room. This
minimizes the effect of noise in the recording.
 Throughout the recording process we have used the
same laptops, headset, SLM and mobile.
 The native Kannada speaking children were selected
for recording and they are taken as normative which
later will be considered as reference samples.

(26 Kannada phonemes) in other microphones. The phonemes
are tabulated in TABLE 1.
B. Sample selection
One sample is selected out of 10 samples from the
recorded phoneme using PRAAT tool. The procedure is as
follows:


Open PRAAT tool, select PRAAT objects, open, read
from file, and browse the required audio file. This is
shown in Fig. 4.



Select view and edit option as shown in Fig. 5.



Select the suitable sample, go to file option, save the
selected sound as WAV file. This is shown in Fig. 6.



Finally the sample will be as shown in the Fig. 7.

 They were instructed to articulate the phonemes for 10
times continuously, so that it will be helpful to pick
one best sample.
 The distance between the microphone and the child is
maintained same throughout the process of recording.
This maintains the uniformity in the recording.
 Finally, the recordings were converted to WAV
format.
Fig. 4. Window 1.

Fig. 3. Laptop ( Phoneme “a” ).
Fig. 5. Window 2.

TABLE 1: List of Kannada phonemes

Fig.3. Gives the waveform of the phoneme “a” recorded in
laptop. Similar procedure is followed for rest of the phonemes
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A flow diagram of Cepstrum method for pitch detection is
shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Window 4.

C. Frequency response determination
The frequency response of the recordings from different
microphones are analyzed and compared to obtain the best
suitable microphone based on its characteristics (frequency
response). The concept used in determining the frequency
response is “Pitch detection via cepstral method.
In speech processing, pitch detection using the cepstral
method is used to determine who is talking, for speaker
separation, and for phase based speech reconstruction. Pitch
detection is often done in the cepstral domain because the
cepstral domain represents the frequency in the logarithmic
magnitude spectrum of a signal. The Cepstrum is formed by
taking the FFT (or IFFT) of log magnitude spectrum of a
signal. The reason for using the FFT or IFFT interchangeably
is because one will just give you a reversed version of the
other, so each is equally valid for the processing we wish to
do.
To detect pitch in frequency domain, Cepstrum method is
a widely used algorithm. Cepstrum of a signal is obtained by
taking the Inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of the logarithm of
the spectrum of that signal [26]. Equation (1) gives the
mathematical expression.
c[n] = F-1{log(|F{x[n]}|)}

(1)


Where, x[n] is the sampled speech signal, F indicates its
Fourier transform, and c[n] are the Cepstrum coefficients.
Cepstrum method reads a 40 ms window segment of the
downsampled voice signal using 'audioread' function in
MATLAB. Then the signal is multiplied by a hamming
window. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of this windowed
frame gives the spectrum of the speech signal in frequency
domain. Taking Inverse Fourier Transformation (IFT) of
logarithm of the spectrum gives Cepstrum in quefrency
domain. Once in the quefrency domain, the pitch can be
estimated by determining the peak of the Cepstrum which
represents pitch lag. The lag at which there is the most energy
represents the dominant frequency in the log spectrum and
thereby it gives the pitch frequency [23].

Once in the cepstral domain, the pitch can be estimated by
picking the peak of the resulting signal within a certain range.
The Cepstrum is given in term of “quefrency” which, besides
being a terrible name, represents pitch lag. Therefore, the lag
at which there is the most energy represents the dominant
frequency in the log magnitude spectrum thereby giving you
the pitch. There are of course some caveats to this approach.
First of all, pitch and fundamental frequency are not actually
the same thing, so depending on which peak your algorithm
picks, you may be getting F0 (the fundamental) of FI(one of
the formants). Secondly, the Cepstrum is time shift variant.
Therefore, you cannot just apply this method blindly. Instead,
you need to precisely line up your time domain windows such
that they start and stop exactly over a voiced speech segment.
This is not a trivial task as most VADs often have errors and
thus your Cepstrum will suffer from phase ambiguity. To get
around this problem, we can use the differential Cepstrum and
its variants such as the mean differential Cepstrum. This
method is widely used and represents an important step in
understanding the usefulness of this second Fourier domain.
D. Reference selection
Based on the frequency response best suitable microphone
is selected. The microphone that is having the better frequency
response and less noise is considered as the best suitable
microphone for recording the phonemes. Then the phoneme
recorded from the selected microphone is considered as
reference. The reference is set separately for boy and girl.
E. Data Acquisition from articulation disordered children
From the selected microphone, phonemes (26 Kannada
phonemes) are recorded from articulation disorder children (79 years).Due to early intervention delay the physical age of the
normal kid usually don’t match with that of hearing impaired
and articulation disorder population .Hence the age range of
the articulation disorder population for our project was
considered to be 7-9years. While recording the phonemes
special care was taken to educate the care taker how the child
need to cooperate before recording.
F. Comparison and correction of articulation
The frequency response of the phoneme articulated by the
child with articulation disorder is compared with the
reference. Based on the comparison results the instructions are
provided using which the therapist can guide the child to
correct the articulation if correction is necessary. The
conditions and their respective output are: If the frequency
response of phoneme articulated by child with articulation
disorder is equal to the reference phoneme, then audio output:
“Excellent” is given. If not equal, then one more condition is
applied, which checks whether the frequency response of the
articulation disordered child is within the range. If it is within
the range then audio output: “Partially correct” is given else
audio output: “Poor articulation, try again” is given.
IV.

Fig. 8. Pitch detection using Cepstrum method.
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RESULTS

The proposed idea was to determining suitable
microphone for recording different phonemes by analyzing
microphone characteristics. Comparing the recorded speech
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from children suffering from articulation disorder with the
reference, then necessary instructions will be given to correct
their articulation by therapist. As per the proposed idea the
results that we obtained are as follows:
A. Microphone selection
Microphone Frequency response characteristic is
determined for different microphones (Laptop, Headset,
Mobile, SLM). Then results of each are compared with each
other. The microphone that is having the better frequency
response and less noise is considered as the best suitable
microphone for recording the phonemes. The best microphone
that we have considered is SLM. It is because of its better
frequency response, good sound quality and less noise. One
can also choose headset for their work as it is cost effective
compared to SLM. This is depicted in the Fig. 9. Where, the
plots in the first column give the input speech signal
(phoneme) of different microphones. The second column
gives the log magnitude spectrum of the corresponding plots
in the first column. Then the third column gives their
corresponding pitch frequency.

Fig.11. Instruction

Finally the comparison output will be provided that gives
the spectrum plot and its corresponding pitch frequency. This
is depicted in the Fig. 10. Also the instruction will be provided
based on the comparison output. For example, if the pitch
frequency of the phoneme articulated by the child with
articulation disorder is less than the reference. Then the
message box will be displayed which says “Poor articulation
Try again” along with the speech output saying the same. This
is as shown in the Fig. 11.
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